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CHAPTER-2
This chapter contains results of compliance audits undertaken during the year
by this office.
IRRIGATION AND WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
2.1 Audit of Gomti Riverfront Development Project
2.1.1 Introduction
Government of Uttar Pradesh (GoUP) approved (March 2015) Gomti
Riverfront Development Project (Project) at an estimated cost of
` 656.58 crore with the objective of developing a world-class riverfront on
Gomti river in Lucknow for promoting tourism and facilitating water supply
to the capital. The cost of the project was revised in June 2016 to
` 1,513.52 crore with March 2017 as scheduled date of completion. Against
this, ` 1,447.84 crore had been incurred as of September 2017.
The project consists of cleaning of riverbed, channelisation of river to
maintain water flow by construction of Diaphragm2 Wall on both the sides of
the river, construction of Intercepting Trunk Drain (underground-pipeline) to
carry sewage to Sewage Treatment Plant (STP), construction of Rubber
Dam3and beautification/site development.
The Audit findings are as follows:
2.1.2 Fabrication of evidence on publication of Notice for Inviting
Tenders (NIT) in newspapers
Chief Secretary, GoUP directed (June 1992) all departments to publish
Government advertisements only through the Department of Information and
Public Relations (DIPR). These orders were reiterated (February 2007) by the
Irrigation department.
The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) had stipulated (July 2007) the
award of public contracts through open tender to ensure transparency in public
procurement, to maximize economy and efficiency in public procurement, to
promote healthy competition among tenderers, to provide for fair and equal
treatment to all the tenderers and to eliminate irregularities, interference and
corrupt practices by authorities concerned. The CVC had also emphasised that
such transparency is enshrined in the Constitutional right to equality under
Article 14.
Audit observed that the files of the Executive Engineer (EE) contained copies
of letters purportedly issued by the Superintending Engineer (SE) and EE to
Director, DIPR for publication of 24 NITs valued at ` 1,188.74 crore and
2
3

Diaphragm walls are constructed to retain soil during and after construction.
Inflatable rubber dams are cylindrical rubber fabrics placed across channels, streams and weir or dam crests to raise
the upstream water level when inflated. The membrane is a multilayer fabric made of synthetic fibre (usually nylon)
and rubberized on one or both sides.
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reply from Director, DIPR confirming that the NITs had been published on
specific dates against specific advertisement order numbers. Audit
cross-verified with DIPR the authenticity of these letters and found that except
for one NIT valued at ` 525.77 crore (Diaphragm Wall), none of the
remaining NITs valued at ` 662.58 crore pertaining to this project had been
published in newspapers by DIPR. The copies of the advertisements actually
published by DIPR against the said advertisement order numbers pertained to
other departments on different subjects and were not related to the Project.
It is therefore evident that the office of the SE, Irrigation Works, Circle seven
and twelve and EE, Lucknow Division, Sharda Canal fabricated evidence for
the purpose of illegally awarding the contracts amounting to ` 662.58 crore to
specific firms. The fraud merits examination from a vigilance angle for
disciplinary enquiry and criminal prosecution.
Though the department furnished an interim reply (February, 2018) to Audit,
nothing further has been informed till date (August 2018) despite the
seriousness of the issue and the department being reminded (July 2018).
2.1.3 Irregularities in award of contracts
2.1.3.1 Diaphragm Wall construction
Audit scrutiny of the records of the SE, Circle twelve relating to the award
(March 2015) of the work of construction of Diaphragm wall at a cost of
` 516.73 crore to M/s Gammon India Private Limited revealed the following:
●
After the issue of NIT in February 2015, the SE issued (March 2015)
corrigendum to NIT lowering the qualification criteria as detailed in Table
below:
Table 2.1.1: Details showing changes made in eligibility criteria for tendering
Sl.
Original eligibility/performance
No.
criteria
(i) Earthwork in hydraulic structure in any
1.
one of the last seven years i.e. from 2008 to
2014 – 20.00 lakh cum.
(ii) (C.C./R.C.C. work in hydraulic
structures in any one of the last seven years
i.e. from 2008 to 2014 - (1,50,000 cum)
The applicant must be well established
2
contractor with experience and capability in
construction of dam/canal/channelisation of
river and other similar civil engineering
works.

Revised eligibility/performance
criteria
(i) Deleted
(ii) C.C./R.C.C.
work
in
hydraulic structures in any one of
the last seven years, i.e. from
2008 to 2014 – (75,000 cum)
The applicant must be well
established
contractor
with
experience and capability in
construction
of
dam/canal/
channelisation of river and other
civil engineering works.

●
The above corrigendum by SE violated the directions of the Finance
Department (April 2001) forbidding relaxation of tender conditions after issue
of NIT. The action of the SE also violated CVC guidelines (November 2002)
which stipulated that any change in tender conditions should be notified to all
the bidders sufficiently in advance, and in the case of advertised tenders, such
6
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notifications should invariably be through the publication of corrigenda in the
media and also through individual information to those firms who had
purchased the tender documents within the original tender sale date.
●
The corrigendum was not published in newspapers; nor was there any
record of the purchasers of tender documents having been informed about the
change. Consequently, competitive bidding process was violated and the
department was deprived of the opportunity of obtaining more competitive
rates from other bidders, who might have become eligible as per the relaxed
criteria.
●
There was no evidence that the NITs had been evaluated by the tender
evaluation committee4 before award of the contract;
●
Gammon India was ineligible in terms of the original tender conditions,
since they had only experience of excavating 19 lakh cum of earthen bund
earthwork (against requirement of 20 lakh cum.). Gammon India was
ineligible even in terms of the diluted conditions since they did not have the
stipulated expertise in hydraulic structures.
In response to the audit observations, the department admitted (February
2018) that records relating to the relaxation in technical criteria as well as its
publication were not available. It is therefore evident that the SE diluted the
tender conditions with the sole intention of awarding the contract valued at
` 516.73 crore to an ineligible bidder in a non-competitive manner. The matter
merits examination from a vigilance angle for departmental action and
criminal prosecution.
2.1.3.2

Intercepting Trunk Drain contract

The work of construction of Intercepting Trunk Drain on both banks (from
Hardoi - Sitapur bypass to Gomti Weir) for channelisation of Gomti river in
Lucknow was awarded to M/s KK Spun Pipe Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi for
` 285.70 crore. Audit examination revealed the following:
●
There was no evidence that the tender evaluation committee5 performed
any technical evaluation of bids and no technical evaluation report was
prepared.
●
Against the minimum technical qualification criteria of annual turnover
of ` 345 crore (1.5 times the estimated cost of work ` 230 crore) in the last
three years, KK Spun Pvt. Ltd., had a maximum turnover of only ` 152.53
crore. The firm also did not submit the mandatory certificates on financial
fitness to be issued by the District Collector. Despite this, the technical
committee recommended (September 2015) the ineligible firm, for reasons not
on record.

4

5

SE- Irrigation Works, (IW) Circle XII, Lucknow, SE-IW, Circle XVI, Pratapgarh, EE, Lucknow Division Sharda
Canal (LDSC) EE, LDSC-II, Divisional Accounts Officer, LDSC.
SE- Irrigation Works, (IW) Circle XII, Lucknow, SE-IW, Circle XVI and approved by CE Sharda Sahayak.
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●
Another firm, M/s Patel Engineers which met the technical qualification
criteria6 of having annual turnover of ` 345 crore in the last three years was
rejected on the ground that they had not submitted the EMD along with the
bid. The action of the tender committee in rejecting the eligible bid of Patel
Engineers was incorrect, as the NIT itself had stipulated that the EMD was
required to be submitted along with the financial bid and Patel Engineers had
done this. It is evident that the tender committee rejected the eligible firm,
Patel Engineers, with the specific intention of selecting the ineligible firm, KK
Spun.
The matter merits examination from a vigilance angle for departmental action
and criminal prosecution.
While accepting (February 2018) the audit observation, the department
strangely observed that it had no comments to offer, without indicating the
further action that it proposed to take.
2.1.3.3

Rubber Dam Construction

The work for upgradation of
Gomti weir with Rubber Dam
including supply and installation
of air filled/ water filled Rubber
Dam system7 was awarded
(January 2016) to M/s Gammon
India Ltd., for ` 60.27 crore.
Audit examination revealed the
following:
●
The NIT for this work was not published in any newspaper, in violation
of GoUP orders and CVC guidelines, as discussed in Para 2.1.2 above.
●
Even though the Standard Bid Document of the Irrigation Department
stipulated that the bidders should have prior and sufficient similar experience
in line with CVC guidelines (December 2002), the NIT for the work (placed in
the files but not published as discussed in para 2.1.2 above) did not contain
such pre-qualification criteria. The department in its reply (February 2018)
accepted that the NIT did not contain such pre-qualification criteria.
●
The agreement stipulated that the department would import rubber
membrane (valued at ` 31 crore) by floating global tenders and provide the
same to the contractor. Despite this, Gammon India was allowed
(January 2016) to import rubber membrane on its own for ` 18.84 crore
(including custom duty), against which, the department paid (March 2017)

6
7

2011-12 (` 2,550 crore), 2012-13 (` 3,060 crore) & 2013-14 (` 2,689 crore)
Supply and installation of water filled rubber dam system of three metre height including all components to cover
length of existing weir consisting of six number spans including clamping rail, threaded inserts pipe work and
conduits, control equipment, valves etc. complete in all respect and supply and installation of water filled rubber
dam system with MS leaf of three metre height including all component to cover length of 10 metre on left hand side
of downstream portion navigation channel including clamping rail, threaded inserts pipe work and conduits, control
equipment, valves etc. complete in all respect.
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` 29.24 crore to the firm. This resulted in undue benefit of ` 10.40 crore to the
firm at the expense of the public exchequer.
The matter merits examination from a vigilance angle for departmental action
and criminal prosecution.
The departmental reply (February 2018) did not address the audit observation.
2.1.3.4

Non-production of records

The EE, Lucknow Division, Shardha Canal did not produce 26 records
requisitioned by Audit (Appendix 1.1) and replies were also not furnished for
230 audit memos relating to this project.
The audit observations pointed out above are only on a limited test-check and
the Government is required to review all the contracts related to the project.
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AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
2.2

Audit of ‘National Food Security Mission’

2.2.1 Introduction
Government of India (GoI) launched (October 2007) the National Food
Security Mission (NFSM), with the objective of raising the level of production
of rice, wheat, pulses and coarse cereals by increasing area and productivity in
a sustainable manner; restoring the soil fertility and productivity of individual
farms; and enhancing the farm level economy to restore the confidence among
the farmers. The scheme is implemented by way of providing financial
assistance (subsidy) to farmers for interventions such as field demonstrations
of improved agricultural practices, distribution of hybrid/certified seeds,
nutrient management/ soil ameliorants and plant protection measures and farm
mechanisation. Farmers are also provided training in improved crop
production practices.
In Uttar Pradesh, NFSM was initially implemented in 27 districts for rice,
39 districts for wheat and in all 75 districts for pulse production during
2012-14. Subsequently, during 2014-178, only 23 districts for rice, 31 districts
for wheat, 75 districts for pulse, 20 districts for coarse cereals, and 33 districts
for commercial crops9 were covered. During 2012-17, ` 1,013.29 crore10 was
incurred for the implementation of NFSM.
2.2.2 Organizational set up
At National level, National Food Security Mission Executive Committee
(NFSMEC) under the Chairmanship of Secretary of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperation, Government of India oversees the activities of
scheme. At State level, the State Food Security Mission Executive Committee
(SFSMEC) under the Chairmanship of Agriculture Production Commissioner
(APC) of the GoUP through Principal Secretary, Agriculture Department and
Mission Director, member-secretary of SFSMEC, oversees the activities of the
Scheme. At the District level, District Food Security Mission Executive
Committee (DFSMEC) under the chairmanship of the District Magistrate and
Deputy Director Agriculture (DDA), member-secretary of DFSMEC oversees
the activities of the scheme (Appendix-2.2.1).
2.2.3 Scope of Audit and Methodology
The audit covered a period of five years from April 2012 to March 2017.
Records were scrutinised in the office of the Principal Secretary, Department
of Agriculture, Government of Uttar Pradesh (GoUP) and Agriculture
directorate at the State level. Ten districts11 were selected using statistical
Based on the criteria for selection of districts – area more than 50,000 ha. and yield below State average.
04 districts under Jute, 05 districts under Cotton and 24 districts under Sugar cane.
Rice- ` 257.17 crore; Wheat- ` 338.40 crore; Pulses- `386.00 crore; Coarse cereals- `24.58 crore and Commercial
crop- ` 7.14 crore.
11
Aligarh, Bahraich, Budaun, Chitrakoot, Ghazipur, Kanpur Nagar, Mathura, Sambhal, Sant Ravidas Nagar and
Siddharth Nagar.
8
9

10
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sampling method12 for detailed examination at the district level. At the District
level, records were examined in the offices of Deputy Directors of Agriculture
(DDA), District Agriculture Officers (DAO) and Plant Protection Officers.
The audit objectives, scope, criteria and methodology etc., were discussed
(May 2017) with the Principal Secretary, Agriculture Department during the
Entry Conference. The findings and recommendations of the report were
discussed (December 2017) in the Exit Conference with the Principal
Secretary, Agricultural Department. Replies (November 2017) of the
department have been suitably incorporated in the report.
2.2.4 Planning
NFSM guidelines stipulate the preparation of the following plans:
●
DFSMEC was to prepare the District Action Plans (DAP) after
conducting baseline surveys and feasibility studies keeping in view their
priority and potential and submit the same to the SFSMEC which was to
consolidate the DAPs to form State Action Plan (SAP) for submission to the
Ministry of Agriculture, GoI for approval;
●
A Seed Rolling Plan (SRP) for NFSM districts in consultation with State
Agriculture Universities, State Seed Corporation and department of
Agriculture for providing high quality certified seeds to the farmers was to be
prepared for the XII Five Year Plan i.e., 2012-17; and,
●
For sustainability of high productivity areas, plans for special projects
such as value chain integration of small producers, assistance to custom hiring
centres and marketing supports, reclamation of problematic soils, development
of water logged areas and mitigation of adverse effect of climatic change were
required to be submitted by the State for funding under the mission.
Audit observed that DFSMECs did not prepare any DAP and the SFSMEC
prepared the SAP on its own without getting any inputs from the district level
committees. Also, the SRP and special projects plan was not prepared in any
of the NFSM districts during 2012-17.
The department admitted (November 2017) that baseline survey and feasibility
study were not conducted during 2012-17 and SAP was prepared on the basis
of the agricultural land available in the districts and funds provided by the
GoI. In respect of SRP, Government accepted that a separate plan under
NFSM was not prepared because a consolidated plan covering all the districts
was being prepared by the Agriculture Department. As regards the special
projects plan, it was stated that various agencies like the Agriculture
department and the Bhoomi Sudhar Nigam were implementing such
specialised projects.
The reply of the department is not acceptable since the SRP was to be
prepared separately for NFSM districts; the specialised projects were not
undertaken covering all the components contemplated under NFSM; the
12

Probability Proportional to Size without Replacement (PPSWoR).
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Bhoomi Sudhar Nigam was carrying out the work of only
reclamation/restoration of problematic soil and as such other components were
not being covered.
Therefore, planning for implementation of NFSM in the State was neither
comprehensive nor based on any baseline survey or systematic evaluation and
was deficient in many respects including non-inclusion of specialised projects,
and non-preparation of seed rolling plans. Non-involvement of farmers and
district level committees in determining priorities, potential and demand for
various interventions resulted in low level farmers’ response towards adoption
of improved practices under the scheme as discussed in succeeding
paragraphs.
Recommendation: The department should ensure comprehensive planning for
NFSM by preparing perspective plans, conducting baseline surveys, preparing
DAP and incorporating specialised projects to ensure that priorities and
potential of NFSM districts are accurately assessed and programme
interventions are accordingly formulated, funded and implemented.
2.2.5 Financial Management
NFSM was fully funded by GoI up to 2014-15. Since 2015-16, expenses of
NFSM are shared between GoI and GoUP in the ratio of 60:40. Prior to
2014-15, funds were directly released by GoI to the bank account of State
Agricultural Management and Extension Training Institute (SAMETI)
registered under the Societies Registration Act. Upon receiving the demand
from the Directorate, SAMETI disbursed NFSM fund to DDAs at district level
in their respective bank accounts. However, from 2014-15 onwards, grants-inaid under NFSM are being released by GoI directly to the GoUP, which are
then disbursed by the Director, Agriculture to the district offices.
2.2.5.1 Allocation and utilisation of funds
Details of funds released by GoI and GoUP against the approval of SAP
during 2012-17 are given in Table-2.2.1:
Table 2.2.1: Release of funds by GoI and GoUP
Year

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

Opening
balance

GoI
sanction

41.89
57.55
78.2513
0.00
35.47
Total

307.45
215.00
335.41
279.32
329.23
1,466.41

GoI
release
216.87
245.05
254.86
120.15
92.94
929.87

State
Total
Expendit
share
ure
funds
released available
0.00
258.76
201.21
0.00
302.60
239.92
0.00
333.11
303.65
73.25
193.40
141.13
68.54
196.95
127.38
141.79 1,284.82 1,013.29

(` in crore)
Closing
balance
57.55
62.68
29.46
52.27
69.57

(Source: Directorate, Agriculture)

13

Unspent balance `78.25 in 2014-15 included interest amount of ` 15.57 crore earned during previous years and
unspent balance of ` 62.68 crore pertaining to 2013-14. Unspent balance at start of 2015-16 was ‘nil’ because the
unspent balances of ` 29.46 crore at the end of 2014-15 was refunded to GoI. Similarly out of unspent balance of
`52.27 crore at the end of 2015-16, `16.80 crore was surrendered to GoUP.
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As may be seen from the table above, the amounts sanctioned by GoI were not
fully released in 2012-13 and 2014-17 since the State had not utilised the
funds released for the previous years. The department did not ensure
utilisation of allocated funds during the entire audit period as discussed in the
subsequent paragraphs.
The department in reply (November 2017) stated that low demand of certified
seeds from the farmers and implementation of direct benefit transfer (DBT)
scheme were the reasons for non-achievement of targets for seed distribution.
The reply is not acceptable since the low demand from the farmers was due to
non-payment of subsidy (paragraph 2.2.5.2), delay in distribution of seeds,
poor quality of seeds as the required germination tests were not done, seeds
not being distributed based on the agro-climatic zone and poor maintenance of
seed stores (paragraph 2.2.6.2) etc. as discussed below.
2.2.5.2

Non-payment of subsidy

Audit observed that substantial amount of subsidy payments were outstanding
to farmers as indicated below:
●
In seven out of ten test-checked districts, subsidy of ` 9.39 crore was not
paid to farmers during 2013-17 since funds under respective components like
rice, wheat, pulse etc., were not available;
●
At State level, subsidy of `13.58 crore was outstanding for payment to
farmers during 2016-17 in respect of interventions, i.e., purchase of certified
seeds, farm implements, demonstration etc., since funds were not available
under General category though it was available in other categories (SC/ST)
under which ` 53.92 crore was provided during the year against which only an
expenditure of ` 21.16 crore was made since there was no demand under that
category.
In reply, the department stated (November 2017) that the payments of
subsidies were pending due to non-release of funds by GoI. The reply is not
acceptable since there were substantial funds lying unspent at end of each
financial year as shown in table-2.2.1 above under other components and
inter-component changes in budgetary allocations could have been made with
the approval of SFSMEC, as discussed in paragraph 2.2.5.3 below.
Recommendations: The department should ensure improved funds utilisation
by improving performance in implementation of various interventions, timely
releasing subsidy payments to the farmers and improving overall financial
management of funds allocated under the programme.
2.2.5.3

Diversion of funds

SFSMEC is empowered to make inter-component changes in budgetary
allocations upto 20 per cent of the total allocations. Audit observed that in
Aligarh and Budaun districts, inter-component diversions of ` 44.98 lakh were
made during 2014-15 by DDAs without approval of SFSMEC.
13
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The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation.
Recommendations: The department should ensure that prior approval of
SFSMEC is obtained for inter-component transfers and initiate action against
the erring officials.
2.2.6 Programme Implementation
2.2.6.1 Selection of beneficiary
According to NFSM guidelines, DFSMEC, with the involvement of
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), was responsible for selection of
beneficiaries for availing the benefits under the scheme. Besides, for
intervention of distribution of seeds to farmers, District Seed Committee
(DSC) was to be constituted by DFSMEC to verify the list of beneficiaries, to
indent seeds and to distribute seeds to farmers.
Audit observed that DSCs were not constituted in any of the NFSM districts.
PRIs were also not involved by the DDAs even in the selection of
beneficiaries in term of provisions of the NFSM Guidelines. Non-constitution
of DSCs and non-involvement of PRIs in selection of beneficiaries resulted in
selection of beneficiaries by DDAs in an arbitrary manner.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation.
2.2.6.2 NFSM Interventions
The major interventions of NFSM were distribution of hybrid/certified seeds,
field demonstrations14 of improved practices; farm mechanisation and training
to farmers.
Distribution of hybrid/certified seeds at subsidised rates
One of the important interventions under NFSM was to provide seeds to the
farmers at subsidised rates. Up to 2015-16 (Kharif), subsidy on hybrid/
certified seeds was provided to the farmers through ‘subsidy at source’ system
under which the farmers purchased seeds from authorised centers at
subsidised rates and the difference was reimbursed to seller agencies by the
respective DDAs on presentation of bills in respect of sales. From 2015-16
(Rabi), farmers purchase seeds by paying the full cost upfront from the
authorised sellers/ block centers and subsidy amount is subsequently
transferred to their bank accounts through RTGS under DBT.
Targets and Achievement
The overall position of the State with reference to the targets and
achievements of distribution of seeds to farmers under NFSM during 2012-17
in respect of various crops are given in table below:

14

For imparting knowledge on improved package of practices to farmers on soil fertility, identification of
technologies, inputs required for agriculture etc. like cluster demonstration and cropping based demonstration.

14
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Table 2.2.2: Details of physical targets and achievement of seeds
(Quantity in quintal and percentage of achievement in brackets)
Crop

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Target

15,000

Rice (Hybrid)
20,000
33,680

Achievement

18,581
(124)

21,078
(105)

Target
Achievement

2015-16

2016-17

11,850

20,980

28,016
(83)

10,593
(89)

7,446
(35)

Rice (High yield varieties)
56,830
80,000
50,000

25,000

20,000

52,583
(93)

7,021
(14)

11,520
(46)

5,458
(27)

4,77,500

4,25,000

1,60,650

4,61,703
(97)

2,27,648
(54)

1,20,781
(75)

69,050

47,500

1,92,600

28,848
(42)

13,814
(29)

5,902
(3)

Coarse cereals (Hybrid)
1,800

14,310

12,300

4,857
(270)

2,379
(17)

3,651
(30)

3,240

1,000

40
(1)

262
(26)

46,654
(58)

Target

7,65,000

Wheat
8,20,000

Achievement

7,52,994
(98)

7,07,655
(86)

Target

55,000

Achievement

27,018
(49)

Target
Achievement

Target
Achievement

-

Pulses
1,06,260
36,160
(34)

-

Coarse cereals (High yield varieties)
13,992
-

-

846
(6)

(Source: Agriculture Directorate)

As may be seen from the above, there was consistent decline in the
achievement of targets for distribution of seeds in respect of the crops except
coarse cereals (High yield varieties) covered under NFSM during 2012-17.
Details of distribution of seeds in the test checked districts are given in
Appendix-2.2.2 which also indicated shortfalls in distribution of seeds.
Districts Ghazipur (Rice), Bahraich (Wheat), Budaun and Ghazipur (Pulses),
Mathura and Bahraich (Coarse Cereals) were amongst the poor performing
districts. The reasons for shortfall in distribution of seeds are discussed in the
succeeding paragraph.
It was noticed that purchase of seeds from private agencies in 2016-17 when
compared to 2012-13 increased from 52 to 88 per cent for wheat, 81 to 93 per
cent for rice, 80 to 92 per cent for pulses and 89 to 98 per cent in respect of
coarse cereals as given below:

15
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Table 2.2.3: Details showing purchase of seeds from
government agencies vis-à-vis private agencies
(Quantity in quintals)

Year
2012-13
2016-17
2012-13
2016-17
2012-13
2016-17
2012-13
2016-17

Crop

Government Private Procurement from private
Agency
Agency
agencies in percentage
Wheat
19,05,726 20,88,697
52
Wheat
4,45,437 32,00,727
88
Rice
1,20,671 4,99,118
81
Rice
45,422 5,95,802
93
Pulses
54,555 2,22,702
80
Pulses
28,726 3,46,438
92
Coarse Cereals
6,491
53,743
89
Coarse Cereals
1,680
81,945
98

(Source: Director Agriculture)

The decrease in purchase of seeds from Government stores was due to the
inferior quality of seeds distributed through Government stores as discussed
below:
Audit observed that germination tests to ensure quality of seeds as required to
be conducted by DAO before distribution of seeds to farmers from the seed
stores were not conducted in nine out of 10 test checked districts except in
district Aligarh. It was also observed from the records that farmers complained
about low germination of rice and wheat and pulse seeds being infected by
yellow mosaic disease in Bahraich, Budaun and Ghazipur districts wherein
1,551.32 quintal of pulse (urad), rice and wheat seeds, costing ` 83.92 lakh
were distributed during 2015-17.
Audit also conducted joint physical inspection of five seed stores15 and noticed
that seed stores were in dilapidated condition, with high level of humidity and
water seepage in rainy season. Audit found 115 quintal of rice seed pertaining
to the years 2007-08 and 2015-16 lying dumped in Godhna store in Sant
Ravidas Nagar. Further, 33.92 MT micronutrients was lying dumped in Sarroi
and Godhna stores of Sant Ravidas Nagar relating to the year 2013-14 and
2015-17. The quality of seeds stored in such conditions is bound to get
impacted adversely.

Condition of Block seed store of Sarroi-Bhadohi, Sant Ravidasnagar

The department in reply (November 2017) stated the targets could not be
achieved due to lesser demand from the farmers and also the implementation
15

Block level seed store, Tejavapur in Bahraich, Central seed store in Mathura, Godhna and Sarroi seed store in Sant
Ravidas Nagar and Patara seed store in Kanpur Nagar.
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of DBT scheme according to which the farmers could be given seeds only
after a gap of two years from the first receipt.
The fact remains that the quality of seeds distributed from Government stores
were of inferior quality due to which the farmers preferred to purchase the
seeds from private agencies.
Recommendation: The department should ensure the conducting of germination tests
so that only good quality seeds are distributed. This would encourage the farmers to
purchase the seeds from the Government stores and would also result in achieving
the targets fixed for distribution of seeds.

Delay in supply and distribution of seed
As per crop production programme, seed was to be made available by Seed
Development Corporation (SDC) of UP and departmental farms at the Central
Seed Store (CSS) at each district Headquarters by 31 May for Kharif crop and
by 31 October in Rabi crops. Audit observed that in eight test checked
districts16, out of 1,66,385.58 quintal, 37,149.98 quintal of seeds (22 per cent)
of rice, wheat and pulses, amounting to `12.57 crore were supplied with a
delay of eight to 209 days to CSS during 2012-17 as SDC had failed to make
the same available to CSS timely. As a result, seeds could not be made
available well before the sowing period for sales to farmers. Test check of
records in 27 Block seed stores also disclosed that out of 25,066.30 quintal
seeds, 7,979.79 quintal seeds (32 per cent) of rice, wheat, pulses and coarse
cereals costing of ` 2.42 crore were distributed with delays ranging from eight
to 209 days after sowing period of crops.
Specific reasons for not providing the seeds in time by the SDC were not
provided by the Mission Director and it was merely stated in reply (August
2018) that the seeds were supplied based on the availability.
Distribution of seed against the requirement of agro-climatic zone
The State is divided into nine agro-climatic zones based on temperature and
rainfall. Accordingly, seeds were to be distributed based on the agro-climatic
zone to raise the level of productivity of the crops. On scrutiny of the records
of seeds distributed in the districts, it was observed that in five (Bahriach,
Chitrakoot, Ghazipur, Kanpur Nagar and Sambhal) out of ten test-checked
districts, 7,316.23 quintal (61 per cent) out of 12,057.73 quintal seeds of rice,
wheat and pulses were distributed which were not the prescribed varieties for
such agro-climatic zone/ region which was also one of the reasons for nonlifting of seeds by the farmers from the block seed store. Non-distribution of
seeds based on the agro-climatic zone was also one of the reasons for a decline
in the productivity of crops (Appendix 2.2.3).
The department accepted (November 2017) the audit observation and
promised corrective action in future.
Recommendation: The department should only distribute recommended seeds
as per agro-climatic zone requirements.
16

Bahraich, Budaun, Chitrakoot, Ghazipur, Kanpur Nagar, Mathura, Sambhal and Sant Ravidas Nagar.
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Deficiencies in conduct of field demonstrations
NFSM guidelines stipulate that demonstrations of Improved Package of
Practices (IPP) of rice, hybrid rice, wheat, pulse and coarse cereals were to be
conducted in a contiguous block by dividing the field into two blocks, one for
improved practices (demonstration plot) and the other for farmers’ practices
(control plot) in a cluster of 100 hectare (ha) or more. Farmers, having at least
0.4 ha area and maximum up to 2 ha area were to be selected under IPP.
Display boards were to be installed in demonstration fields. The cost of
demonstration was to be borne by the department under NFSM. District
Consultants/Technical assistants were to monitor the field demonstrations.
Targets and Achievement of field demonstrations
There were significant shortfalls in achievement of physical as well as
financial targets for conducting field demonstration as detailed below:
Table-2.2.4: Details of field demonstrations during 2012-17
State
Physical
T*
A*
Rice
1,44,100 1,42,800
Wheat
1,96,729 1,88,100
Pulses
3,42,700 2,53,967
Coarse Cereals
75,000
65,629
Total 7,58,529 6,50,496
Component

Financial
T
A
112.63 66.16
139.02 92.59
228.35 112.06
35.50 18.18
515.50 288.99

(` in crore)
Test checked districts
Physical
Financial
T
A
T
A
22,400 21,900 17.91
9.75
20,900 20,900 15.59
9.79
42,800 30,019 29.19
13.14
18,145 17,345 8.14
4.80
1,04,245 90,164 70.83
37.48

*T: Target, A: Achievement in ha (Source: Agriculture Directorate and test checked districts)

As may be seen from the table above, the shortfall in physical target was 14
per cent and the shortfall in the financial targets was significantly higher, at 44
per cent. Similar trends were also noticed in the test checked districts where
shortfall in physical targets was 14 per cent and in financial targets it was 47
per cent. This serious physical and financial mismatch in achievement of
targets by the respective District DDAs was on account of improper conduct
of demonstrations, as requisite quantities of seeds, nutrients, pesticides and
implements were not provided for the field demonstrations as discussed in
paragraphs below.
Cropping based demonstration
NFSM guidelines envisaged that at least 30 per cent demonstrations were to
be conducted in cropping sequence17 on the same plot of land. Accordingly,
cropping based demonstrations were to be carried out on 1.29 lakh ha area in
the State during 2012-17. Against this, only 0.61 lakh ha demonstrations were
conducted in the State resulting in a shortfall of 53 per cent. In the ten testchecked districts, against the target of 0.27 lakh ha, the achievement was 0.09
lakh ha resulting in a shortfall of 67 per cent due to the reasons discussed
above.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation.
17

Cropping sequence is growing of two or more crops in sequence on the same piece of land in a farming year.
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Non-adherence to norms in conduct of field demonstrations
Audit observed, in all test checked districts, that field demonstrations were
conducted without dividing the fields in two blocks, one for demonstration
plot and the other for control plot. The required soil analysis was not done in
any of the field demonstrations to decide the use of fertilizer and soil
ameliorants. Display boards, displaying critical information about the
demonstration activity such as inputs used in the demonstrations, variety of
seeds used, date of sowing etc., were not placed in any of the field
demonstrations. The survey of 78 beneficiaries conducted by Audit also
confirmed the above deficiencies in conducting field demonstration.
The department accepted the audit observations and assured during the exit
conference (December 2017) that action would be taken against the
responsible officers/officials.
Lesser seeds used in field demonstrations
In three18 out of ten test checked districts, against 1,182.80 quintal of seeds
required for 2,281 ha of land as per norms, district officials used only 679.50
quintal of seeds (57 per cent) for demonstrations in pulse and rice crops during
2012-17.
The department in reply stated (November 2017) that seeds could not be
distributed to the beneficiaries due to non-availability of adequate seeds. The
reply is not acceptable since the Mission Director who was responsible for
timely supply of adequate seeds to central seed stores to ensure distribution to
farmers had failed in his duty as discussed above resulting in non-supply of
seeds to farmers.
Unfruitful expenditure on Light Trap
Light trap is an illuminated trap for attracting and catching nocturnal flying
insects to reduce the use of pesticides in agriculture. As per orders (January
2014) of the Department, one light trap was to be distributed to beneficiaries
for each 2 ha area of field demonstrations. Audit observed that DDAs of
Aligarh, Budaun, Chitrakoot, Ghazipur, Kanpur Nagar and Mathura purchased
6,000 light traps (` 94.35 lakh) operated by electricity for pulses
demonstrations during 2013-17 and distributed to beneficiaries without
verifying that electricity was available in the fields selected for
demonstrations. The light traps could not be utilised in field demonstration by
the farmers resulting in unfruitful expenditure of ` 94.35 lakh on light traps.
The department in reply (November 2017) stated that directions have been
issued to procure light traps of battery and electricity. In the exit conference
(December 2017), the department further stated that action would be taken
against the officials responsible for the injudicious purchase.
Non-maintenance of records for cropping result
Audit observed poor record maintenance in respect of demonstrations carried
out in 10 test checked districts. The required demonstration registers
containing the process adopted and inputs provided in the field demonstrations
18

Budaun, Chitrakoot and Mathura
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were not maintained at the block level. Further, farmer-wise demonstration
results were not maintained and varieties of crops were also not depicted in
crop cutting results at State level.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation and assured
corrective action.
Recommendation: The department should ensure that field demonstrations
are conducted as per prescribed guidelines by ensuring adequate supply of
seeds, nutrients and other inputs, adhering to proper cropping sequence and
maintaining records of results of field demonstrations so that improved
practices and technologies in agriculture are accurately demonstrated and
effectively transferred to farmers for enhancing productivity of identified
crops.
Fraudulent and irregular claims for Farm Machinery and Implements
Irregular payment of subsidy on farm implements
For purchase of rotavator and land levelers, subsidy was being provided to
farmers with the condition that the beneficiaries should own a tractor and
should furnish tractor registration document along with the application.
Cross verification of the vehicle registration numbers of 425 beneficiaries in
six districts19 with that of the Regional Transport Offices disclosed that 89
registration numbers (21 per cent) were found to be of vehicles other than
tractor. Of 89 registration numbers, 81 were of motorcycles and scooters, three
were of cars, four were of buses and jeeps and one did not have valid
registration (Appendix-2.2.4).
Non-verification of the authenticity of information provided by the
beneficiaries in support of their claims resulted in irregular payment of
` 33.50 lakh subsidy by the department.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observations and assured
that action would be taken against the responsible officials.
Inadmissible payment of subsidy on land levelers
NFSM guidelines stipulates that subsidy on purchase of land leveler would be
provided to a group of 10 farmers. Scrutiny of records revealed that in three20,
out of ten test checked districts subsidy of ` 6.93 crore in respect of 462 land
levelers was given to 462 farmers who were only individuals and not a group
as per guidelines.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation and assured
corrective action.
Recommendation: The department should review from a vigilance angle the
subsidy payment on farm machineries, implements etc. in all districts and take
appropriate disciplinary and criminal action against employees and farmers
who were responsible for fraudulent payments. Internal control and checks
19
20

Bahriach, Budaun, Ghazipur, Mathura, Sambhal and Sant Ravidas Nagar
Aligarh, Budaun and Mathura
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relating to payment of subsidy should be strengthened to avoid excess payment
and acceptance of fraudulent claims.
Training
The scheme guidelines envisaged training to farmers to be provided by the
crop/subject matter specialists of ICAR, State Agriculture Universities/ Krishi
Vigyan Kendra for speedy dissemination of improved crop production
practices. The training was to be given to farmers at demonstration cropping
field to disseminate the knowledge of improved practices. There were to be
four sessions for each training, one at the beginning of Kharif, one at the
beginning of Rabi and one each during the Kharif and Rabi season. Each
session was having a group of 30 farmers and the participants in all four
sessions were to be same.
Audit observed shortfalls in conducting training for wheat and pulses
components which were 11 and 22 per cent overall for the State and 30 and 18
per cent respectively in the test-checked districts due to non-availability of
crop subject matter specialists. It was further noticed that training was given to
farmers at block seed centre instead of demonstration at cropping field and the
participants in all four sessions were not same as stipulated in the guidelines.
Conducting of training programme at block centres instead of demonstration
field defeated the objective of practical dissemination of knowledge on
improved packages to farmers.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation and assured
corrective action.
2.2.6.3

Monitoring and Evaluation

The scheme guidelines stipulated that a committee comprising of State
Mission Director as chairman and members of line departments were
responsible for monitoring the activities of NFSM at State level by convening
four meetings in a year. NFSM guidelines also stipulated that concurrent
evaluation of the scheme was to be done every year. At the district level,
DFSMEC was to monitor the progress of the implementation of NFSM
through Project Management Team (PMT). DFSMEC was required to meet in
each quarter.
It was observed that monitoring meetings of SFSMEC and DFSMEC were not
conducted as per norms, falling short by 60 per cent and 94 per cent
respectively. The Mission Director, NFSM attributed the reasons to nonavailability of members for the meetings at State level. As regards the
monitoring at District level the reasons for shortfall were because of nondeployment of consultants and technical assistants through whom the progress
was to be monitored.
It was further noticed that the department also did not conduct concurrent
evaluation of the scheme every year except in 2013-14 since the SFSMEC had
not conveyed its decision on concurrent evaluation as stated by the Mission
Director.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observations and assured
corrective action.
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MEDICAL HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE DEPARTMENT
2.3

Audit on Working of Registrars of Births and Deaths

2.3.1 Significance of registration of events of births and deaths
The primary purpose of registration of event of births and deaths is to create a
legal document that is used to establish and protect the rights of individuals.
A secondary purpose is to create a data source for compilation of vital
statistics. The database of registration of births and deaths is also a source of
statistics for understanding population dynamics for comprehensive planning
for programmes and schemes for welfare of people.
Audit of the functioning of Registrars of births and deaths covering the period
2012-17 revealed the following:
2.3.2

Legal Framework

The registration of births, deaths and still births under Civil Registration
System (CRS) is carried out under the Registration of Births and Deaths
(RBD) Act, 1969. Accordingly, Government of Uttar Pradesh (GoUP)
promulgated (January 1977) Uttar Pradesh Registration of Births and Deaths
Rules (UPRBDR), 1976 which was amended in 2002 on the lines of Model
Rules issued by the Registrar General, India (RGI) in 1999.
GoUP designated the Director General, Medical and Health Services,
Lucknow (DGMH) as the Chief Registrar of Uttar Pradesh (CRUP), Director,
Local Bodies for urban areas and Director, Panchayat Raj for rural areas as
Additional Chief Registrars and Assistant Director/Statistical Officer (Birth
and Death), Medical and Health Services as Deputy Chief Registrars to assist
CRUP. At district level, District Magistrate was designated as District
Registrar (DR). Besides, Chief Medical Officer (CMO) as Additional District
Registrar (ADR); Deputy Chief Medical Officer and District Panchayati Raj
Officer (DPRO) as Deputy District Registrar for urban areas and Additional
District Registrar for rural areas respectively were designated for
implementation of CRS. Further, the GoUP designated registrars 21 for urban
and rural areas for carrying out registration of births and deaths in their
respective areas.
2.3.3 Audit scope and methodology
Records covering the period 2012-17 were scrutinised in the offices of the
Principal Secretary, Medical Health & Family Welfare (MHFW), Uttar
Pradesh and the DGMH (Chief Registrar) at the State level. Records were also
21

Nagar Swasthya Adhikari, Nagar Nigam, Chief Medical Superintendents of the Government Hospitals, Executive
Officer of Cantonment Board and Nagar Panchayats were designated as ex-officio registrar for registration of
births and deaths in urban areas. For rural areas, Gram VikasA dhikari (GVA)/ Gram Panchayat Adhikari (GPA),
Auxiliary Nursing Midwife (for Sub Centre), Medical Officer In-Charge of Primary Health Centers (PHCs) and
Medical Superintendents of the Community Health Centers (CHCs) were designated as ex-officio registrar for
registration of births and deaths.
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examined in the offices of District Registrars, Additional District Registrars
and Registrars of births and deaths22 at various levels in six out of 75 districts,
selected by applying Probability Proportionate to Size without Replacement
(PPSWOR) statistical sampling method. The selected districts were Banda,
Bareilly, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Ghazipur, Raebareli and Varanasi.
An entry conference was held in April 2017 with the Secretary, MHFW,
GoUP wherein audit objectives, audit criteria, audit scope and methodology
was discussed. The exit conference was held with the Special Secretary,
MHFW in December 2017 wherein facts and figures and recommendations
made by Audit were discussed. The results of exit conference and replies of
the GoUP have been suitably incorporated in the report.
2.3.4 Audit Findings
2.3.4.1 Level of registration of births and deaths (LoR)
The RGI makes an estimate for the number of births and deaths annually
through its Sample Registration System. The births and deaths estimated by
RGI are fixed as targets for registration in the CRS by the CRUP. The LoR of
the State for the period 2012 to 201623as per CRS is given in Table 2.3.1
below:
Table-2.3.1: Level of Registrations of Births and Deaths in Uttar Pradesh

Year

(1)

Births
Number of
Number of
births as per actual births
RGI estimate registered
by CRUP
(2)
(3)

LoR of
births

2012

56,28,672

32,37,346

(4)=
(3/2)*100
57.5

2013

56,82,488

38,95,924

2014

57,34,530

2015
2016

Deaths
Number of Number of
deaths as actual deaths
per RGI registered by
estimate
CRUP
(5)
(6)

LoR of
deaths

15,81,780

6,68,780

(7) =
(6/5)*100
42.3

68.6

16,08,646

7,80,905

48.5

39,16,825

68.3

15,71,686

7,24,501

46.1

61,15,609

38,81,295

63.5

17,22,169

6,87,416

39.9

59,66,485

37,27,045

62.5

16,78,011

5,96,011

35.5

(Source: Civil Registration System and data provided by the CRUP)

The LoR24 of births and deaths in Uttar Pradesh is considerably low as
compared to national average and also that of neighbouring States of
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Madhya Pradesh. As per the statistics published
by RGI for the year 2016, only 62.5 per cent births were registered in the State
as against the national average of 86 per cent, Chhattisgarh: cent per cent,
Jharkhand: 90.2 per cent and Madhya Pradesh: 74.6 per cent. The LoR of
deaths in the State was 35.5 per cent in comparison to the national average of
78.1 per cent, Chhattisgarh: 95.2 per cent, Jharkhand: 70.3 per cent and
22

District Hospital, Nagar Nigam/Nagar PalikaParishad, one Nagar Panchayat, two rural blocks, three Gram
Panchayats, one Community Health Centre (CHC)/ Primary Health Centre (PHC) and sub-centres in each selected
rural blocks.
23
Data of 2012 to 2014 was taken from CRS report and data of 2015 and 2016 was provided by CRUP.
24
LoR is the number of births and deaths registered in an area per hundred birth and death during the year
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Madhya Pradesh: 60.9 per cent. In five out of six test checked districts, the
LoR of Births in 2016 ranged between 53.96 to 66.30 per cent and the LoR of
deaths ranged between 23.24 and 37.88 per cent. In the other district viz.
Gautam Budh Nagar, the LoR of Births was 111 per cent and LoR of Deaths
was 81 per cent in 2016.The year-wise details of LoR of births and deaths in
test checked districts are given in Appendix 2.3.1.
Audit examination indicated that low levels of registration of births and deaths
were due to various reasons such as non-provision of a separate budget head
(Para 2.3.4.2), non-preparation of AAPs and creation of awareness among
public (Para 2.3.4.3), inadequate training of CRS functionaries (Para 2.3.4.4),
non-reporting of events of births and deaths by private hospitals and nursing
homes (Para 2.3.4.5), non-registration of births and deaths by the Registrars
(Para 2.3.4.6) and non-linking of birth and death certificates with the
admissibility for various programmes and schemes (Para 2.3.4.7).
2.3.4.2 Financial Management
The registration of births and deaths falls under the Concurrent list. The
GoUP, however, did not make any provision in the State budget for the
activities of registration of births and deaths and remained entirely dependent
upon the financial assistance provided by GoI for the purpose.
GoUP has opened a
separate budget head
w.e.f. August 2017 at
the instance of audit.

The department in reply (December 2017) confirmed that there was no
specific budget head for the activities of registration of births and deaths and
stated that a dedicated budget head (2210-80-800-03-04) has since been
created (August 2017) for making budget provision for activities related to the
registration of births and deaths.
It was further observed that even the funds provided by RGI (` 9.46 crore)
during 2012-17 were not spent entirely (` 5.83 crore spent and ` 0.59 crore
refunded to RGI). The remaining balance of ` 3.04 crore was lying in bank
account of CRUP as of March 2017 along with ` 0.44 crore interest earned on
the same.
The main reason for non-utilisation of the funds (` 3.04 crore) as stated by
CRUP was that GoI funds received in 2013-14 for the salaries and TA/DA of
the contractual staff25for the whole year was in excess (` 1.73 core) as
the appointments were made only in November 2013. The balance out of
` 3.04 crore pertained to excess of salary and TA/DA components
(` 1.12 crore) of the remaining period (2014-17) and ` 0.19 crore pertained to
creation of data base of Medical Institutions where birth and death occurs
which was not done due to non-receipt of any inputs from the districts.

25

79 data processing assistants and three state coordinators
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2.3.4.3 Non-preparation of Annual Action Plans
Audit observed that though RGI directed26 CRUP to prepare Annual Action
Plans (AAPs) for awareness through publicity and digitisation of manual
records of the last ten years for providing financial assistance, CRUP neither
prepared the plan for creation and advocacy of publicity27 and digitisation of
records nor demanded funds from RGI during 2012-17 for the same. As a
result, no funds were received from GoI.
The department did not furnish any reasons for non-preparation of AAP for
creation of awareness among public and digitisation of manual records and
advocacy of publicity.
2.3.4.4 Training of CRS functionaries
RGI directed CRUP to prepare AAPs for training of CRS functionaries in both
urban and rural areas on the process of online registration.
Audit however observed that CRUP prepared and submitted plans only for
urban areas and placed demand for financial assistance only for the same and
therefore, no training on the online registration process could be provided to
any of the functionaries in rural areas of the State which could be one of the
reasons for the low level of registration of births and deaths in rural areas as
compared to urban areas as shown below:
Year

(LoR in per cent)
LoR of Rural Area

LoR of Urban Area
Births

Deaths

Births

2013

85.44

83.47

58.80

Deaths
33.15

2014

103.73

86.07

58.79

35.73

2015

112.10

88.94

52.06

29.82

2016

102.38

83.23

52.47

25.02

(Source: Data provided by the CRUP)

The department did not furnish any specific reply on the issue of not providing
training to CRS functionaries in rural areas and merely stated (December
2017) in future above training would be organised for CRS functionaries in
the rural areas. The reply is not acceptable as CRUP did not even include the
demand for training of GPA/GVA in the proposals sent to RGI and also did
not provide its own funds as discussed above in Para 2.3.4.2 above. Since CRS
online registration system has also been implemented in rural areas,
functionaries from rural areas should also have been covered in the training.

26
27

April 2012, 2013, 2014, May 2015 and June 2016.
Except one proposal (` 51.88 lakh) in April, 2013 sent by CRUP to RGI on which no financial assistance was
released.
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2.3.4.5 Failure of Private hospitals/ Nursing Homes
As per RBD Act, only specified informants28 and notifiers29 could inform
occurrence of events of birth and death to the designated registrar of the area
concerned for registering the events in the records and imposed a penalty at
the rate of ` 50 per case on the defaulting institutions, registrars, informants
and individuals.
In respect of births and deaths in hospitals, health centres, nursing homes etc.,
the medical officer in-charge or any person authorised by them in this behalf is
to report the events of births and deaths to the designated registrar of that area.
As per the RBD Act, the implementation/monitoring of all the hospitals in a
district was to be done by the DRs (DM)/ ADRs (CMO) and also take penal
action against the erring institutions that did not provide the information of
events. Audit observed that though 266 out of 667 private nursing
homes/private hospitals in all the six test checked districts did not provide
information of occurrence of births and deaths to the registrars of the
concerned area, no penal action was taken by the DRs (DM)/ADRs (CMO) of
the concerned districts. CRUP also did not have the information on the
number of private nursing homes/private hospitals (for the entire State) that
did not provide information of occurrence of births and deaths to the registrars
of the concerned area stating that the information is available only at districts.
The department accepted the audit observation (December 2017) and assured
corrective action.
2.3.4.6

Failure in registration by Registrars

As per RBD Act, every registrar shall without fee or reward, enter in the
register maintained for the purpose all information given to him and ascertain
and register the particulars required to be registered. Such registration of births
and deaths should be done within 21 days of the date of occurrence of events.
Registration of events may also be done beyond 21 days with late fee and
affidavits in support of occurrence of events. Audit observed the following in
the test-checked districts:
●
Seven out of 75 registrars30of four out of six test-checked districts did
not register any event of births and 14 registrars31 of five districts did not
register any event of deaths during the audit period.

28

Head of the household, if births and deaths occurred in the house; Officer in charge of the hospitals, nursing homes,
health centres etc.
29
Midwife or any other medical or health attendant at a birth or death; the keeper or the owner of a place set apart for
the disposal of dead bodies or person required by a local authority to be present at such place; or any other person
whom the Government may specify in this behalf.
30
GPs, Karahiya, Chhehraon, Amlohara, Pawaiya of district Banda, PHC, Haraua of district Varanasi, GPs,
HamidpurBadagaon of district Rae Bareli, GP, Salarpurkalan of district GautamBudha Nagar
31
District Female Hospitals, Banda, Bareilly, Ghazipur, Rae bareli, and Varanasi. CHC, Bhadaura, Ghazipur, CHC,
Arazi line, Varanasi, District Male Hospital, Varanasi, PHC, BithariChainpur, Bareilly, PHC, Jakhania, Ghazipur,
PHC, Haraua, Varanasi. GP, SadarJanhanpur, Ghazipur, GP, SaraiAkhtiyar, , GP, Hamidpurbadagaon, Rai Bareli
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●
In none of the test checked districts, the Officers-in-charge of district
hospitals, CHCs and PHCs who were the designated registrars under the
provisions of the RBD Act registered events of births (1.37 lakh) and deaths
(0.16 lakh), that had occurred in the respective hospitals/health centres during
2012 to 2017.
●
42 out of 75 Registrars in six test checked districts registered the events
of births and deaths with delays ranging up to one year or more.
The reasons attributable to the above failures were due to the non-constitution
of monitoring cell by the DMs as discussed in paragraph No.2.3.6.
2.3.4.7 Linking of birth and death certificates
RGI suggested (March 2013) generating demand for birth and death
certificates by linking the requirement of birth certificates while availing the
benefits under various schemes such as ration card, issue of passport,
Government schemes etc., and the death certificate for transfer of property to
legal heirs, claims in respect of insurance, bank etc. In this connection, CRUP
was required to coordinate with the concerned departments and to make
efforts to link various services with registration and production of birth and
death certificates.
Audit observed that CRUP did not initiate any action to make specific
provisions for linkage of certificate of births and deaths with the important
schemes/programmes of Government. In reply, CRUP stated that they were
not aware of the direction of RGI.
It was further noticed that the bank authorities32 were not accepting the death
certificate issued by the Govt. hospitals /health centres and were insisting on
the certificates issued by ULB/ PRI for acceptance of claims of the families of
the deceased persons for payment of deposits in bank. This was against the
provisions of RBD Act and Government order (February and November 2004)
under which the GoUP had designated registrars at various levels and the
certificates issued by all the registrars including Government hospitals/ health
centres were to be accepted for all purposes.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation and stated
that action would be taken. It added that the process to link Aadhar with the
birth certificate was under progress.
Thus, due to all the issues discussed above in Paras 2.3.4.2 to 2.3.4.7 which
had a direct bearing on the low level of registration of births and deaths, the
State was way behind the national average as discussed in Para 2.3.4.1.
In view of the low levels of LoR in the State, the ‘Vision 2020’of Government
of India to universalise the registration of events of births and deaths by 2020

32

Two banks in each test-checked districts
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would not be achieved unless immediate corrective action is taken and
substantial progress is made.
Recommendation: GoUP should accord priority to improve the LoR of vital
events by providing adequate funds in the budget and timely preparation of
annual action plans; deploy adequate manpower and proper training of all
staff/registrars; ensure that all the private hospitals/nursing homes furnish the
information of events and take penal action against erring institutions; ensure
the compliance of linking all benefits under various Government Schemes with
the birth and death certificates and undertake IEC activities for creating
awareness among public .
2.3.5
2.3.5.1

Other Issues
Non-issuance of certificates

RBD Act and UPRBD rules provide that certificates of births and deaths may
be collected by the informant within 30 days from the date of reporting to
registrars, and if it was not collected within the stipulated period, the same
shall be sent to the concerned family by registered post within 15 days of the
expiry of the aforesaid period.
As per information provided by CRUP, 38.79 lakh (33.66 per cent) birth
certificates out of 115.25 lakh registered births and 4.11 lakh (20.47 per cent)
death certificates out of 20.08 lakh registered deaths were not issued to the
concerned families during the period 2014 to 2016 by the concerned registrars
of the districts.
In test checked six districts, four lakh birth certificates (38.42 per cent) and
0.38 lakh death certificates (23.91per cent) were not issued.
In reply, the registrars stated that certificates were issued only on demand, and
further stated they were not aware of the provisions of the Act. The
department, in reply to Audit (December 2017) assured corrective action.
2.3.5.2

Maintenance and preservation of records

Maintenance of records
The RBD Act prescribes 15 types of forms for documentation of various
activities relating to information, registration and reporting of the event of
births and deaths.
Test check of records of 75 registrars (ex-officio) in six districts disclosed that
60 registrars either partially maintained or did not maintain records in the
prescribed formats33 and eleven registrars34 did not furnish any records stating
that the earlier officers had not handed over any record to them.

33
34

Form-1 to 3 (information of events), Form 7 to 9 (Register of events) and Form 11 to 13 (Monthly report).
PHC- BadokharKhurd, Bisanda and G.P.- Amlohara of district Banda, G.P.-BarnaiKeshavpur , G.P.-Puranpur and
G.P. –SimranKeshvpur of districtBareilly, G.P.-Bairangpur/Naibasti, G.P.-Duriaayi and G.P.-Bishnouli of district
GauthamBudh Nagar, G.P. -Nasratpurdhiraji of district Ghazipur and G.P. -Rajapur of district Varansi.
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Preservation of records
Rules under the RBD Act provides that every birth, death and still birth
register shall be retained by the registrar in his office for a period of twelve
months after the end of the calendar year to which it relates and records shall
be transferred to Additional District Registrar (ADR) for safe custody where it
shall be preserved at the district level.
Audit, however, observed that none of the test checked registrars had
transferred the records to the respective ADRs. Non-transfer of the records to
ADRs for preservation and safe custody was fraught with the risk of loss of
vital information/data. The ADRs also failed in their responsibility and did not
insist that the registrars transfer vital records to them.
In reply, the department stated (December 2017) that instructions would be
issued to the concerned authorities.
Recommendation: GoUP should ensure maintenance of all the mandatory
records prescribed and instruct all the registrars to transfer the records to the
ADRs to prevent loss of vital information/data.
2.3.6

Monitoring

As per the RBD Act, the Chief Registrar shall be the Chief Executive
Authority in the State for execution of the Act. Besides, the DR/ADR at the
district level is required to inspect the registration offices and examine the
system in qualitative as well as quantitative terms. Further, a Monitoring Cell
headed by DM was required to be constituted in each district as per orders
(April 2014) of CRUP for monitoring and evaluation of activities of
registration of births and deaths.
However, neither a Monitoring Cell was constituted by the DM as of
November 2017 nor the inspections as required under the Act was conducted
by the DMs/ CMOs in any of the 75 test checked registrar offices during the
period 2012-17.
The department accepted (December 2017) the audit observation and assured
that directions to constitute the monitoring committee would be issued to
district registrars/ district magistrates.
Recommendation: GoUP should ensure proper monitoring mechanism at all
levels as per the provisions of the RBD Act.
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Irrigation and Water Resources Department
2.4

Loss of ` 2.20 crore

Failure to ensure timely availability of funds for anti-erosion work
resulted in loss of ` 2.20 crore.
Elgin bridge-Charsari embankment built on the left bank of river Ghaghra,
protects 82 villages of district Gonda. The Irrigation and Water resources
department, GoUP accorded (March 2015) administrative and financial
sanction for construction of geo tube spurs35 (anti-erosion structures to
safeguard embankment) and porcupine launching apron (to prevent the sliding
and failure of the spur) at a total cost of ` 11.54 crore.
The department nominated (March 2015) Uttar Pradesh Project Corporation
Limited (UPPCL) as executing agency for the project. A Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) was signed (March 2015) between Superintending
Engineer, 15 Circle, Irrigation Works, Gonda (SE) and UPPCL for execution
of the work at a total cost of ` 7.72 crore. As per MoU, UPPCL was required
to finish the work by 31 May 2015 (before the onset of the monsoon) subject
to sufficient flow of funds by the Department. The department released two
installments each of ` 1.50 crore (total ` three crore) in March and May 2015
against which EE transferred ` 0.70 crore (March 2015) and ` 1.50 crore
(May 2015) respectively (total: ` 2.20 crore) and the remaining ` 0.80 crore
was diverted for another work. Despite letters issued (April, May and June
2015) by UPPCL regarding insufficient flow of funds, the balance funds of
` 5.52 crore was not provided to UPPCL. Meanwhile, the water level of river
Ghaghra increased and reached the embankment on 29 June, 2015 and all the
works executed till that date submerged into the river up to such extent that no
evidence related to the anti-erosion work could be found. Thus, due to failure
of the department to release sufficient funds to UPPCL, the anti-erosion work
could not be completed before onset of the monsoon resulting in loss of
` 2.20 crore.
The department, in reply (November 2017) and also during discussion
(November 2017) stated that due to lack of adequate budget the work could
not be completed in time. The reply is not acceptable as there was a saving of
` 39.61 crore under the relevant head36 of account at the end of March 2015;
which the department failed to utilise for timely completion of anti-erosion
work despite funds demanded by EE.

35

Six in number at Km. 10.300, 10.800, 11.200, 11.500, 11.900, 12.200.
Grant No. 94, Account head 4711 Capital expenditure on flood protection work-Plan expenditure-01-Flood
protection-103- civil works-23-Improvement in rivers and erosion preventive schemes (financed by NABARD).

36
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Public Works Department
2.5

Avoidable expenditure on construction of road

Incorrect calculation by the Executive Engineer in designing of crust
overlay of a road in Chandauli district resulted in avoidable
expenditure of ` 7.17 crore
Paragraph 318 of the Financial Handbook Volume VI of Uttar Pradesh
stipulates that technical sanction of a work is a guarantee that estimates are
accurately calculated and based on adequate data.
In terms of the Indian Roads Congress (IRC) specifications (37-2001) for the
design of flexible pavements applicable to public road works in the State, the
required crust thickness37 of a road is determined on the basis of standard axle
load38, which is calculated by applying a vehicle damage factor39 (VDF),
traffic growth per year, design life, California Bearing Ratio40 (CBR) of subgrade soil, lane distribution factor etc. Further, paragraph 3.3.4.4 of IRC 372001 stipulates that where sufficient information for estimating VDF is
unavailable, an indicative value given in the IRC specifications is to be used.
The department accorded (May 2011) administrative and financial sanction of
` 31.27 crore for widening and strengthening of Padav to Puchpadeva 11km41
long road in district Chandauli. Accordingly, the Executive Engineer (EE),
Provincial Division, PWD, Chandauli under the Superintending Engineer
(SE), Varanasi circle prepared42 and submitted (September 2011) detailed
estimates of the work and the Chief Engineer (CE), PWD, Varanasi zone
accorded (December 2011) technical sanction. As of November 2014, 100 per
cent of the work was completed without cost escalation and ` 25.98 crore had
been paid (September 2017).
Scrutiny of detailed estimates revealed that the division had applied VDF
twice43 at the design stage. This resulted in a thicker crust overlay of 670 mm,
against the required thickness of 615 mm and consequential avoidable
expenditure of ` 7.17 crore.
The department accepted (January 2018) the audit observation and stated that
draft show cause notices and charge sheet against the responsible serving
Assistant Engineer/Junior Engineer and retired Junior Engineer have been
forwarded to the Chief Engineer (Complaints). However, the reply of the
department was silent on the action taken against the CE/ SE/ EE who were
also responsible for sanctioning an incorrect estimate and entering into
agreements for the work. Final action taken is awaited (August 2018).

37

Crust thickness = Granular sub-base + Granular base + Binder course + Wearing course.
The design traffic is considered in terms of cumulative number of standard axels (in the lane carrying maximum
traffic) to be carried during the design life of a road.
39
The Vehicle Damage Factor (VDF) is a multiplier to convert the number of commercial vehicles of different axle
loads and axle configuration into the number of standard axle load repetitions of magnitude 80 KN.
40
The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) is a penetration test for evaluation of the mechanical strength of natural
ground, sub grades and base courses beneath new carriageway construction.
41
Chainage 11.00 to 21.00 Km.
42
With the help of Junior Engineer, Provincial Division, PWD, Chandauli and Assistant Engineer, Provincial
Division, PWD, Chandauli.
43
Once by taking the realistic value as per available information, and again by taking the indicative value.
38
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2.6 Excess payment of ` 1.16 crore to contractor
Approval of higher rates of tipper for transportation of construction
material led to over payment of ` 1.16 crore to the contractor.
The department accorded (January 2010) administrative and financial sanction
of ` 49.16 crore for widening and strengthening of Jivnathpur-KanchanpurChakiya-Naugarh-Madhupur road44. The Superintending Engineer (SE)
PWD, Mirzapur circle, signed (February 2010) a contract bond with a firm for
` 48.50 crore, for execution of the work scheduled to be completed in
February 2012. An amount of ` 40.85 crore was paid to the contractor upto
March 201745 and the work was still in progress as of December 2017 without
cost escalation.
As per the prescribed rates (MoRTH), transportation charges by tipper
(10 tonne capacity) was ` 1.74 per tonne per km for the base year 2001-02.
Further, as per the circular issued (September 2008) by Engineer-in-Chief
(E-in-C), PWD, Lucknow, price escalation of five per cent per annum was
admissible on the above transportation charges, by taking 2001-02 as the base
year.
It was however observed that in the detailed estimate of the work,
transportation charges of tipper (10 tonne capacity) were adopted by EE (and
also approved by CE) at a much higher rate of ` 4.69 per tonne per km (taking
the base rate as Rs.3.35 per tonne per km) as against ` 2.44 per tonne per km
(adopting the admissible base rate Rs.1.74 per tonne per km). This resulted in
excess expenditure of ` 1.16 crore (May 2016). Incidentally, the road
construction for this section of 18.80 km was also delayed by 70 months due
to piecemeal release of funds during 2009-10 to 2017-18.
In reply, the department had stated (November 2016) that action against the
erring officers/officials would be initiated. Despite the assurance of the
department (November 2016), it was noticed that EE further paid ` 1.37 crore
to the contractor (March 2017).
The department stated (January 2018) that action against the erring
officers/officials are in progress and justified the action of EE stating that the
payments were made as per the tendered rates. The reply is not acceptable as
the payment for the items under reference were made by the EE on the basis
of inflated rates of tipper in spite of the assurances given by the department
which was not acted upon and no action has been taken on the erring officials
yet.
2.7

Excess expenditure of ` 1.32 crore

Excess provision of Wet Mix Macadam in road crust design and
erroneous calculation of equivalency factor of Semi-Dense Bituminous
Concrete resulted in excess expenditure of ` 1.32 crore.
The department had accorded (December 2011) administrative and financial
sanction of ` 37.73 crore for ‘Widening and Strengthening of Bareilly44

(State Highway-97) from km. 0.000 to 18.800 and from km. 90.000 to 91.840 (total 20.640 km).

45

24th Running Bill dated 28.03.2017 amounting to ` 1.37 crore.
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Beesalpur Road (Pramukh Zila Marg) of 26 km46 long road. The Chief
Engineer, Bareilly Zone, Bareilly accorded (December 2011) technical
sanction for the work and the Superintending Engineer, Bareilly Circle,
Bareilly executed the contract bond47 (December 2011) of ` 32.57 crore for
execution of the work. The work had commenced in December 2011 and was
completed in April 2016 without cost escalation.
Audit observed that the sanctioned detailed estimate provided for 298 mm
overlay in terms of Bituminous Macadam (BM). The overlay of 298 mm
required 25 mm SDBC, 50 mm BM and 318 mm WMM as per equivalency
factor48.The Division49, however, provided 350 mm WMM instead of 318mm
WMM in the estimate which was sanctioned by CE. Thus, failure to ensure
correct calculation of estimates based on adequate data and lack of due
diligence resulted in excess provision of 32 mm WMM in the estimates and
consequential excess execution of 6,615 cum (73,908 cum- 67,293 cum50)
WMM valued at ` 1.32 crore51 (as per final bill of February 2017).
To be executed

Actual execution

The department stated (December 2017) that due to scraping of 20 mm
bituminous layer, crust thickness increased from 298 mm to 318 mm in terms
of BM. The reply was not acceptable as a provision of profile correction coat
with 9,417 cum WMM for levelling of scraped bituminous layer was already
made in the estimates and, therefore, there was no need to increase thickness
of the crust from 298 mm to 318 mm in terms of BM.
2.8

Avoidable expenditure of ` 2.59 crore in strengthening of road

Incorrect calculation of Million Standard Axle and consequential faulty
design of the crust led to avoidable expenditure of ` 2.59 crore in
strengthening of a road in Kanpur.
IRC: 37-2001 specifications stipulate use of Vehicle Damage Factor52 (VDF)
of 1.5 and 3.5 for Commercial Vehicle Per Day (CVPD) ranging between 0 to
150 and 150 to 1,500 respectively for preparation of estimates.
The department accorded (September 2013) administrative and financial
sanction of ` 6.41 crore for the work of strengthening of Company Bagh
46

Km 1.000 to km 26.000
CB No- 28/Bly/2012 dated 23.12.2011.
48
As per equivalency factor provided under Indian Road Congress (IRC) norms, 1 cm of BM is equal to 0.7 cm of
semi-dense bituminous concrete (SDBC) and 1.5 cm of Wet Mix Macadam (WMM).
49
Junior Engineer (Technical), Assistant Engineer, Executive Engineer and Superintending Engineer.
50
Length: 26000 Metre X Width: 7 metre X thickness: 0.318 metre= 57876 cum+Profile correction: 9417 cum=67293
cum
51
6615 cum x ` 2005.65 (`1774.60x13.02% above contract rate) = `1.32 crore
52
The VDF is a multiplier for converting the number of commercial vehicles of different axle loads and axle
configurations to the number of standard axle load repetitions.
47
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Chauraha to Meghdoot Hotel road (upto VIP road, chainage of 0.00 to 6.00
Kms.) in district Kanpur. The Chief Engineer (CE), PWD, Kanpur Zone
accorded (November 2013) technical sanction for the same amount and
accordingly, Superintending Engineer (SE), Kanpur Circle, Kanpur executed
(November 2013) a contract bond with a firm. The work was completed in
June 2014 and ` 4.96 crore was paid to the contractor.
Audit observed that EE assigned (May 2013) the work of designing the crust
overlay of the road to Harcourt Butler Technical Institute, Kanpur (HBTI). As
per IRC: 81-1997, the designing of crust overlay essentially required data
relating to characteristic deflection and Million Standard Axle53 (MSA) of the
road. The characteristic deflection54, as per Benkelman Beam Deflection Test
(BBDT) carried out by HBTI, ranged between 2.23 mm to 2.31 mm. For
calculation of MSA, the Department provided weekly traffic census data in
terms of commercial vehicle per day (CVPD) to HBTI which was 65. As per
IRC specifications, HBTI was required to take VDF of 1.5 for calculation of
MSA for CPVD below 150. The HBTI, however, took VDF of the road as 3.5
and incorrectly calculated MSA as 1.17, against the actual value of 0.43. The
calculation of higher MSA resulted in designing of unnecessarily thicker
overlay of 50 mm bituminous macadam (BM) and 25 mm semi-dense
bituminous concrete (SDBC), against the required thickness of only 30 mm
SDBC.
To be executed

Actually executed

The department accepted (July 2017) that VDF of 3.5, taken by HBTI, was
incorrect but justified the bituminous layer of BM and SDBC stating that these
were taken as 50 mm and 25 mm respectively which was minimum. The reply
was not acceptable as the BM and SDBC layers were designed on the basis of
incorrect VDF of 3.5 and considering that traffic on the road was of light and
medium capacity vehicles, as informed by the Division to HBTI in May 2013,
30 mm SBDC was sufficient for strengthening of the road and there was no
need for two layers of BM and SDBC. The CE, who was responsible for
checking accuracy of the estimates and adequacy of data used, also accorded
technical sanction on the estimates which was incorrect and resulted in
avoidable expenditure of ` 2.59 crore in construction of the road.

53

54

Commercial vehicles of different axle loads and axle configurations is converted into standard axle load (10 MT)
repetitions and represented in Million Standard Axles.
Its value alongwith million standard axle (MSA) determines the required overlay in terms of BM.
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Revenue Department
2.9 Irregular retention of Government Revenue and unauthorised
expenditure therefrom
In violation of Constitutional provisions, Khatauni issue charges of
` 111.42 crore was kept out of Government account, and of this, ` 44.35
crore was expended.
Article 266 (1) and (3) of the Constitution of India, inter alia, stipulates that
all revenues received by the Government of a State shall form the
Consolidated Fund of the State, from which no money shall be appropriated
except in accordance with law or for the purposes and in the manner provided
in the Constitution.
Government of Uttar Pradesh notified55 (July 2005) the Uttar Pradesh Record
of Rights (Computerisation) Rules, 2005 for computerisation of land records
which provided for levy of charges for issuing copy of Khatauni at the rate of
`15 per copy from the applicant, depositing the same into a separate saving
bank account operated in the name of Sub Divisional Magistrate (SDM) of the
district and incurring expenditure out of the revenue collected on
modernisation and maintenance of computers, under the directives 56 issued by
the Board of Revenue. The notification, however, was in contravention of the
Constitutional provisions referred to above and diluted the system of
legislative budgetary control, and is also fraught with the risk of
misappropriation and fraud.
Scrutiny of records (March 2015 to March 2017) of 29 District Magistrates
revealed that district authorities collected ` 111.43 crore towards charges for
issuing copies of Khatauni which were kept outside the Government account;
and an amount of ` 44.35 crore was spent out of the collected funds without
budgetary allocation and approval of legislature.
The matter was referred to the department (July 2017); no reply has been
received till date (July 2018).

Sports Department
2.10 Unfruitful Expenditure on construction of Sports College building
Selection of inappropriate land for construction of the Sports
College building led to abandonment of work after expenditure of
` 22.35 crore.
As per Paragraph 212 of UP Budget Manual, for all projects costing five crore
and above, project preparation should commence with the preparation of a
feasibility report which focussing on analysis of the existing situation, nature
and magnitude of the problems to be addressed, alternative strategies, initial
environmental and social impact analysis, preliminary site investigation, stake
holders, commitment and risk factors.
55
56

In exercise of power conferred under Section 234 of Uttar Pradesh Land Revenue Act 1901, notified in 2005.
The Board issued directives for incurring expenditure on various items, such as Tehsil Diwas (August 2009) and
strengthening of revenue courts (May 2012).
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Audit however observed that without considering the above provisions, the
department had taken up the work of construction of sports college in
Saharanpur district in which an expenditure of ` 22.35 crore was rendered
unfruitful as discussed below:
The department had approved (January 2011), the work of construction of
sports college at a cost of ` 86.64 crore and had nominated Uttar Pradesh
Rajkiya Nirman Nigam Limited (UPRNN) as the executing agency. A total
amount of ` 28 crore was released by the Government in five instalments
(January 2011 to September 2014). The work was started in February 2011
with stipulated date of completion in March 2015.
Audit observed that prior to sanction (January 2011), the District
Administration, Saharanpur transferred (December 2008) to the Sports
department 20.47 hectares of land in village Sherullahpur Ahatmal Tehsil,
Behat. On the request of the Sports Officer, Saharanpur, to ascertain the
suitability of land for the specified purpose due to the land lying along a
seasonal river57, the department constituted a Committee58 (February 2009).
The Committee in consultation with local farmers declared the land suitable
for the college as its water never touched the allotted land. It, however,
proposed construction of a precautionary retaining wall and boulder pitching
to stop the river water from entering the college premises in future.
Accordingly, the work of retaining wall was executed during January 2011 to
June 2011.
Audit observed that while the work of construction of Sports College building
was in progress, District Magistrate, Saharanpur drew (June 2011) attention of
the Project Manager, UPRNN towards diversion of river water due to
construction of the boundary wall of the college and consequential danger of
flood in the nearby village. The District Magistrate also wrote (June 2011) to
the Director, Sports for getting the remedial workx59 done. Subsequently,
Managing Director, UPRNN informed (July 2012) the Principal Secretary,
PWD that the site selected was not suitable for construction of the Sports
College as the land was situated on the river bed. He recommended
abandoning the work and writing off the expenditure incurred, as the remedial
works like construction of retaining wall and laying of boulder pitching were
not capable of stopping the flood. A year later, the Assistant Project Manager,
UPRNN reported (June 2013) sweeping away of service road (estimated
reconstruction cost: ` 30 lakh), constructed for transportation of material to the
construction site of Sports College building, in the flood. More than a year
later, the work was stopped (September 2014) after incurring a total
expenditure of ` 22.35 crore on construction of players’ hostel, recreation hall,
dining hall, campus road, retaining wall, boulder pitching, administrative
building, overhead tank and electrical works. In January 2016, Government
referred the matter to the Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee (IIT) for
conducting hydrological study, channelisation of river and analysis and design
of the river training works to ensure safety of the Sports College and villagers.
IIT opined (May 2017) that the river cross-section had been severely
57

Khairowali (Kher) river
Comprising of Engineer, PWD nominated by the DM as Chairman; Regional Sports Officer/Sports Officer as
Convener Member and an Officer of Revenue Department not below the rank of Tehsildaar as member.
59
Boulder pitching and stone pitching to save boundary wall and stop water entering the college premises.
58
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encroached by construction of the boundary wall which resulted in shifting of
river course, erosion of agricultural land and inundation in the village land.
The study report, however, suggested various works (like construction of
embankment towards left and right side of river, embankment cum road along
with left bank of river, etc.) to make the Sports College operational, which
were yet to be processed by the department (August 2018).
Thus, by commencing the construction work without feasibility study as
prescribed in the Budget Manual and recommending construction of retaining
wall without properly assessing the risk of flooding in the village, and failing
to take corrective action till date, the department has incurred unfruitful
expenditure of ` 22.35 crore.
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